Amendment No. AM_133_0721

H. B. No. 178
As Introduced

**Topic:** Eliminate the requirement that a concealed weapons licensee must carry a license

________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 12 of the title, after "law" insert "without carrying a concealed weapons license"

In line 529, strike through "is carrying" and insert "has been issued"

In line 1069, delete "the person"; strike through "is carrying" and insert "the person has been issued"

In line 1319, strike through "possesses" and insert "has been issued"

In line 1334, strike through "is carrying" and insert "has been issued"

In line 1478, delete "is carrying" and insert "has been issued"

In line 1637, delete "possession, or control,"; strike through "is carrying" and insert "possession, or control, has been issued"
In line 2375, strike through "if the licensee also carries a"

In line 2376, strike through "valid"; delete "concealed weapons"; strike through "license when the licensee is in actual"

In line 2377, strike through "possession of"; delete "the"; strike through "concealed"; delete "deadly weapon"

In line 3636, delete "firearm"; strike through "is"; strike through "carrying" and insert "firearm has been issued"

In line 3839, strike through "is carrying" and insert "has been issued"

In line 3848, strike through "is carrying" and insert "has been issued"

The motion was __________ agreed to.